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ABSTRACT: This manuscript is aimed at discussing the plural nature of the main conceptual, theoretical and methodological features of the social representations in their various manifestations. As a base to discuss the topics, we used the main texts that amalgamated the vision of the main researchers of psychology, sociology and nursing. According to Moscovici, social representations correspond to acts of thoughts in which subjects relate to the object, and that object through some process is replaced by symbols, turning it into a representation in the subject’s mind. This process involves different mechanisms of contextualization, processing, construction and interpretation by sociocultural and linguistic aspects. In the transdisciplinary perspective, social representations emerge as a multidimensional field that permits questioning the nature of knowledge and the relationship individual-society, implanted in the main post-modern epistemological currents.

INTRODUCTION

The notion of Social Representations is the theory Serge Moscovici elaborated in 1961, after having renewed the use of the concept (overshadowed thus far) of the collective representations, elaborated by Emilio Durkheim. The success of this theory emerges in view of the interest in understanding the collective phenomena and, mainly, in the standards and rules that guide social thinking, leading to moving representations amidst different concepts and perceptions.

The starting point of the theory establishes that there is no distinction between the external and internal universes of the individual or group. The subject and object are not fundamentally distinct. Therefore, the stimulus and the response are inseparable, as they are a set.1

A representation is always what has a meaning for someone. This link with the object is intrinsic in the social nexus and should be read and interpreted within this framework, as the representation is always of a social nature and comprises the symbolic processes of human conduct and behaviors.2,3

Within this logic, the knowledge of an object by a subject will be produced thanks to the representations of the object that are forged in the subject’s mind. Hence, the Social Representations consist of informative, cognitive, ideological, normative elements and beliefs, values, attitudes, opinions and images that are organized or structured to evidence/signify the reality, generally related to action and reflection.4

Representing means re-presenting, that is, it means unveiling a meaning, which is sometimes unconscious and subjective. There is no objective reality,5 as it is represented, appropriated/interiorized and reconstructed in the individual’s (or group’s) cognitive system and integrated in his/her value system, which varies according to that person’s history and the surrounding social and ideological context.

It is through the Social Representations, collectively elaborated, that we acquire the meaning of the world and communicate this meaning with one another. As an example of our social existence, the representations spontaneously originate in daily life, in the course of interindividual communication. It allows us to construct a framework of references that facilitates our interpretations of the reality and guides our relations with the world. Hence, they are implicit in our cultural tissue.6

The study of the social representations involves the study of society in all of its dynamic expressions, is focused on the nature of human thinking and on how people change the society, and it is in this constant exchange between the subjective mechanisms and the social world that one achieves intersubjective communication.3,7

Hence, one can depart from the premise that there is no true and pre-elaborated world, which should be assumed and interpreted in a single way. One should depart from the fact that there are distinct constructions and conceptions of the reality in this world. The world is but an idea of world and there is an almost infinite range of possible worlds in the same reality.

The Social Representations correspond to the ordering of the imaginary in images, which condense meanings and construct systems of reference, which permit interpreting and classifying these constructions. One departs from the fact that people do not construct their thoughts in isolation, but that they influence one another based on the collectively shared verifications related to the objects that constitute their reality.6

Thus, it is understandable that some elements of the representations, such as the social standards, are flexible and changeable. It has also been unveiled that the meanings are elaborated and shared in specific social interaction processes in concrete and private worlds.

Different authors provide re-readings, updates or extensions of Serge Moscovici’s thinking, making the study area of the social representations more diversified from the theoretical-conceptual viewpoint. The social representations are a sociocultural construction whose contents are influenced by the emerging processes in modern society, which in turn influence the reality.8

The theoretical and methodological use of the social representations in the field of nursing research and social sciences has been characterized by its plurality and conceptual complexity in Master’s and Doctoral research and serves as an option that permits understanding a concrete reality.9

From that perspective, the objective in this study is to reflect on the main theoretical and methodological concepts of the Social Representations in their different textual and contextual manifestations and in the private circumstances that make certain cultural components emerge from the order of the imaginary. Therefore, as the base for discussion of the topics, the main texts were chosen that amalgamate the view of Serge Moscovici, Denise

Jodelet and other acknowledged researchers in psychology, sociology and nursing.

Two lines of arguments were developed for this reflection and articulation of interdisciplinary thinking. This is about arguing despite the conceptual, theoretical, thematic and methodological diversification characteristic of the representations; and about appreciating the terminological diversity that accompanies the plurality of your contributions in society. The adjectives that have been introduced correspond to excerpts made, according to not simply theoretical, but also thematic and even methodological criteria. The researchers hope that this reflection can contribute to understand such a broad domain, as well as to incorporate new objects or research emphases in nursing, psychology, sociology and education.

THE NOTION OF SOCIAL REPRESENTATION

In a dynamic view, the Social Representations are conceived as a network of concepts and interactive images (because they correspond to the order of the imaginary as images that condense meanings and constitute reference systems that allow us to interpret and classify a reality), whose contents evolve continuously through time and space. This evolutionary process is directly proportional to the complexity and speed of the available communications.

One can find different assertions that acknowledge the contextual elaboration of the Social Representations and, nowadays, there are new interpretations and hypotheses to better understand their paradigmatic nature. Just like language is polysemic (has multiple meanings), knowledge is polyphasic. This means, first, that people have been trained to use different modes of thinking and different representations, according to the private group of belonging and the context one is in at a given moment.

As social phenomena expressed in a given social context, the Social Representations take varying and complex forms. It could be affirmed that they are images that condense a set of meanings, that is, in reference systems that permit interpreting what happened in a specific place and time, giving meaning to the unexpected. These are categories that help to classify circumstances and a way to interpret and devise our daily life.

In that sense, to understand the pure notion of Social Representations, the different forms of interpreting and thinking the daily reality should be considered as a form of social knowledge. In correlation, any mental activity of individuals and groups should be identified to establish their position with regard to situations, events, objects and communications that are relevant to them.

These arguments are limited in the conception that the Social Representations are not independent mental structures of the situations and do not tend to be valid across situations. It should be acknowledged that there are two important factors of the context itself: the cognitions about the others (beliefs and values about what the other social agents think, do and value the other social agents); and the relevant social relations, in which the people are intertwined in an action sphere (social bonds and group identities).

The latter aspect is fully assumed by all perspectives, which admit that the Social Representations are socially constructed and culturally correct in their own sense, as well as functional in daily social life. The idea that they are culturally correct means that they are in harmony with what is socially desirable/expected. It should be acknowledged, however, that if this happens that way, it is because the cognitions and discourse are vulnerable to the socially relevant bonds. This presupposes that, when thinking or talking about a specific about, one tends to be sensitive to the reactions of the other people with whom one maintains a stable relationship.

The notion of Social Representations refers to the proportional relation between the psychological and the social. Basically, it relates to how the social subjects learn and understand the events and information the physical and social environment of daily life offer, that is, the spontaneous knowledge of common sense and popular/pre-theoretical knowledge. This knowledge is constituted based on the subjects’ individual experiences, but also on the knowledge, practices and thought models that are received by different social apparatuses, such as the customs, tradition, education and communication. It is also a socially shared and practical knowledge that is essentially aimed at mastering the individuals’ social and physical midst, and also at understanding and explaining the phenomena that define their universe of experiences.

It should be highlighted that, in this perspective, the social factor intervenes in different ways: through the concrete context the people and groups are situated in; through the communication they establish among them; through the images of

apprehension provided by their cultural baggage, through the codes, values and ideologies linked to the specific positions or social participations.4

In fact, it seemed to Moscovici7 that this same knowledge was the base of a psychology related to the social mental production, such as science, myth, religious beliefs and ideologies. According to him, the macroscopic concept of the Social Representations refers to a theoretical elaboration that should reflect the social relations and, at the same time, help to construct them.

By the way, when highlighting the distinction between the Social Representations and this macroset of interrelated concepts, Moscovici3 argues that a social representation is but slightly more than a belief or a notion that refers to phenomena that are uniquely definable. The author also complements that the Social Representations are not merely compilations of cognitions or cognitive systems, but aspects of the societies and cultures whose function is to elaborate maps of behaviors and communication among individuals.

In the traditional conception, this knowledge is an instance of mutual crossing and engendering. At this instance, the object is present in the form of images, ideas, concepts and (re)significations, which reflect this external object (given that the representation is always the representation of an object by the subject), but which simultaneously reinterpret the individual or social subject’s own activity and, therefore, are also expressions of this subject.

Within this logic, the Social Representations cannot be considered as a closed or terminated cognitive organization, as it are dynamic and therefore open, imperfect organizations whose unity has rarely been conclude. It is believed that the notion and cognitive organization of the Social Representation can be understood as the result of the construction of a dynamic organization in which the subject is the protagonist. In this organization, the complex and selective subjective game can be found, combined with the organization of a knowledge that fulfills its role as a tool to adapt to daily life.

Therefore, it should be acknowledged that the consensuses and notions that characterize the social representations are dynamic but mean neither university nor do they exclude diversity.3 The representation gains a design in which the concepts and images can coexist, without any ambition towards university, so that the discussion can continue and the thought can circulate. The rhetorical elaboration of the debate and the competency regarding the notion of representation is in the end always a source of reflection and innovation. In fact, in a dynamic perspective, the social representations appear as a network of ideas, metaphors and images, more or less intertwined and, consequently, heterogeneous, mobile and fluid.

FUNCTIONS OF THE REPRESENTATIONS

The Social Representation reflects the complex, true and imaginary, objective and symbolic relations the subject maintains with the object. These relations turn the representation into an organized and structure symbolic system, whose primary function is to apprehend and control the reality, permitting its understanding and interpretation.

In other words, the representation functions as a system to interpret the reality, which drives the individuals’ relations with their physical and social environment, as it determines their behaviors, conducts and practices. It is a guide for action, which drives both the actions and the social relations, and also a system to pre-modify the reality, given that it determines a set of anticipations and expectations.3,12

In the analysis and understanding of the Social Representations, a double focus is presupposed, which integrates the two components of the representation: the cognitive supposes that the active subject has a psychological structure, submitted to the rules that guide the cognitive processes, and also comprises the social component responsible for the implementation and execution of the cognitive processes, a component that is determined by the social conditions in which the representation is being elaborated or transmitted.5,13

The social component produces the rules that can be very distinct from the cognitive logics. This coexistence permits understanding why the representation integrates/joins the rational and irrational elements and, at the same time, can integrate/join contradictions, because the lines of reasoning can sometimes seem illogical or incoherent.3,14

As regards the contextualizing function of the Social Representations, the meaning determined by at least two contextual effects, the discursive and the social, is evidenced as one of its fundamental elements. The first refers to the set of conditions in which the discourse is produced,
based on which a representation is formulated or unveiled. This meaning depends on the concrete relations verified in the course of this interaction. On the other hand, the social context is defined as the ideological context and the place the individual (or group) occupies in the social system.

Equally important are some functions attributed to the Social Representations, for example: the knowledge function, the identity function, the orientation function and the justification function.

The function of knowing is to allow the understanding and explanation of the reality. The practical common-sense knowledge allows the protagonists to gain new knowledge and integrate it in a framework that can be assimilated and understood, but should be in line with the cognitive functioning and with the values acquired to constitute a collective and common knowledge.

As regards the identity functions, these define the identity and permit protecting the groups' specificity. Besides the cognitive function of understanding and explaining, the Social Representations also have the function of situating the individuals and groups in the social field.

Concerning the orientation functions, one might say that the Social Representations are responsible for elaborating the conducts, behaviors and practices. In that sense, the pre-modification system of the reality that constitutes them is a guide that results from the intervention of three factors: a) the representation determines, a priori, the type of pertinent relations for the subject, as well as the type of cognitive management that would be adopted; b) the representation equally produces a system of anticipations and expectations, as it produces an action on the reality that does not depend on the evolution of an interaction. On the opposite, the action precedes and determines this evolution; c) the representation prescribes compulsory behaviors and practices, because it defines what is legal, tolerable or unacceptable in a specific context.

Finally, with regard to the justifying functions, these permit justifying, a posteriori, the postures and the general behaviors. This role is essential because it intervenes after the action and allows the actors to explain and justify their conducts in a certain situation.

Even about elementary representations, there is a cognitive and symbolic elaboration process that will guide the behaviors. That is the sense in which notion of representation innovates in comparison with other psychological models, as it relates symbolic processes and conducts. One can also predict that the representations circulating in society can play a role for themselves and gain autonomy to be specifically effective.

Thus, the study of representations, as well as the implications of the function in the operation of a nursing and health research, contributes to understand the different processes that permeate the dialectics health/disease and permits an overlapping analysis of the theory and praxis through the different care mechanisms, as the social representations reflect in daily action, which evidences the expectations and worldview of the health professionals and care subjects’ world.

**CONTENT AND STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIAL REPRESENTATION**

Two dimensions make the representation social: the context of a subject’s social interaction or confrontation with a social stimulus; and the social subject, which intervenes in the elaboration of ideas, values and models (s)he has of the group (s)he belongs to.

In this conception, the subjects are considered as producers of meanings, that is, in their representation, they express the meaning they give to their experience in the social world. The social nature of the representation derives from the use of a system of codes and interpretations provided by society or from the projection of values and social aspirations. In that sense, the representation is also considered as the expression of a specific society.

In addition, there are other central elements that should be taken into account, within a perspective of multiple methods in the assessment of the social representations, which are: the identification of the content; the study, importance and hierarchy of the relations among the elements; and the determination and control of the central core.

The organization of a representation exposes its particular and specific modality, in which its ranked elements surround the core, consisting of one or more elements that produce the meaning in this representation.

This idea of centrality exists based on the texts by Heidegger, when he unveils the idea that people tend to place the events that arrive in their surroundings in unitary and internally conditioned cores. These unitary cores will attribute meanings to the expected facts.

The core as the central axis is contained in the main social psychology publications. In his
studies on psychoanalysis, Moscovici\textsuperscript{3,16} defines that the step from the concept to the representation is defined through successive phases. The first elaboration phase consists in selectively retaining part of the information that circulates in society to produce a particular body of knowledge on the object. This process is called objectification and permits moving from scientific theory to the figurative model or core.

The elements of the core are not only disassociated from the context that produced them, but also gain greater autonomy, which enhances their possible use for the individuals. The core is simple, concrete, graphic, coherent and corresponds to the value system the individuals use as references, according to the culture, standards and social rules.

The core in general terms is the fundamental element of the representation, which determines its meaning and organization. It has two clearly defined functions: one producing, responsible for creating and transforming the meaning of the constitutive elements, and one organizing, which determines the nature of the bonds that mutually link the elements of the representation. Therefore, the core unifies and stabilizes the representation.\textsuperscript{13,17} It also possesses properties that guarantee the perpetuity in kinetic and evolutionary contexts. This element will resist change longer. The mere identification of the content of a representation is insufficient to acknowledge and specify it, as the essential part is the organization of this content. Two representations can emerge that are defined by the same content but are radically different, if the organization of this content and the centrality of certain elements are different.

The core has a qualitative and quantitative dimension. It will not be the presence of an element that defines the centrality, but the significance granted to the representation. There could be bonds or elements that are quantitatively identical and strong, but one of them will be part of the central core and the other will not.\textsuperscript{13,17}

In fact, it has been consolidated in the literature that, according to the nature of the object and the goal of the situation, the central core could have distinct dimensions: a functional dimension and a normative dimension. What matters in this classification is not to study the representation of an object, but to know what the object of the representation is. For an object to be a target of the representation, the organizing elements of its representation to be part of or directly associated with the object.

The mental and social representation is significant to someone and reveals some aspect of the person who issues it. Thus, it is not a simple reproduction, but a construction that comprises the communication and the individual or collective autonomy.

What the peripheral elements are concerned, which are organized around the central core, one might say that their presence, weighting, value and function are determined by the core. They comprise information retained, selected and interpreted with regard to the object and its environment. These are hierarchized elements, which are closer to the core and play an important role in the concretization of the meaning of the representation. In case they are distant, they illustrate, clarify and justify this meaning.\textsuperscript{13,17-18}

These peripheral elements constitute the interface between the central core and the concrete situation, in which the representation is elaborated. They respond to three essential functions: concreteness, regulation and defense. The first depends directly on the context, integrating the elements of the situation in which the representation is produced. It looks back on the present and on the subject’s experience, in other words, in anchors the representation in reality. The second constitutes the kinetic and evolutionary aspect of the representation. Finally, the defense function serves as a protection system of the representation, as it is where a transformation will be made or where the contradictions could appear and be maintained.\textsuperscript{13,19} The peripheral elements are schemes organized by the central core and thus guarantee the functioning of the representation as a key point when unveiling a situation.

The analysis of a social representation, as the set of information, opinions, attitudes and beliefs organized around a central meaning, demands that its three key components be known: its content, its internal structure and its central core. No technique developed thus far permits collecting, analyzing or jointly interpreting the three elements. Therefore, a multi-methodology approach is suggested, articulated in four steps, which includes the collection of the content, the search for the structure and the central core, the verification of the centrality and the analysis of the arguments.

Strictly speaking, in the studies about the content and the structure of the Social Representations, Moscovici\textsuperscript{3,7} evidenced three basic and complementary processes, which explain how the...
social transforms the knowledge being represented and, reciprocally, how the social representation transforms the social sphere. These processes are objectification and anchorage.

**OBJECTIFICATION: THE SOCIAL IN THE REPRESENTATION**

Objectification is the imagetic and structuring operation that makes the abstract concrete, and makes the precept and the concept inter-changeable. Through the objectification, the ideas or abstract notions, which are the object of the representation, are materialized, gaining body, material texture and malleable meaning. Objectifying means incorporating surplus meanings when materializing them.3,20,21

It is recognized that, by putting abstract notions in the form of images, ideas are granted material textures, arguments are corresponded in the words and body is granted to the conceptual schemes because, in the end, objectifying means reabsorbing surplus meanings by materializing them. This process clarifies how the knowledge of the object is structured.3,7

In the objectification, the intervention of the social results in the agencying and formulation of the knowledge on the object of a representation, articulated with a characteristic of social thinking, which is the property in which the abstract is made concrete, that is, the word is materialized. Using objectification, a structuring operation of the image can be defined.

The objectification is systemized in three steps:3 selection and decontextualization of the elements of what will be represented, with a view to streamlining the information; the formation of a figurative core; and the naturalization of the representation.

In the first phase, the information that circulates in the environment in function of the cultural and normative criteria will undergo transformations and reinterpretations based on preliminary information, on experience and according to values. In the second, an imaginary structure will visibly reproduce a conceptual structure, in which the theoretical concepts will be constituted in a graphic and coherent set, which will permit understanding them individually and in their interrelations. In other words, after the first reinterpretations and transformations, these will be reconstructed and woven in a scheme that will turn into a figurative core of the representation (that would concretize the imaginary imagetic aspect of the representation). Finally, the figurative phase will permit concretizing each of the elements that are part of the reality. When proceeding as such, the object, unknown thus far, is properly dismembered, transformed, reread, recomposed and, then, it actually becomes something objective, palpable and natural.3,7,10,22

The objectification model, in its triple nature of selective construction, structuring schematization and naturalization, reveal a wide reach. On the one hand, the entire representation seems generalizable. On the other hand, it comprises important extensions, according to the perspective of the logic and functioning of social thinking. This model unveils the trend of social thinking through the stylized, graphical and signifying construction. It appears as a selective construction subordinated to a social value that produces a biologization of the social, when social distinctions are transformed into differences of being.

**ANCHORAGE AS A CONTRIBUTION OF MEANING IN THE REPRESENTATION**

The anchorage process supposes that the representations are fixed in the reality, as well as the attribution of functionality and the performance of the regulatory role of group interactions, as it is in view of the attribution of meaning that the object is re-elaborated. Thus, anchorage acts as a functional process of signification, utility and cognitive integration.3,10,16,17

Thus, the intention is to identify the social roots of the Social Representation and its object. The intervention of the social appears in the meaning and utility that are granted. Anchorage implies a cognitive integration of the object, represented in the preexisting system, and of the transformations deriving from this system, on both sides. It could be considered as the organic insertion within the previously constituted thinking.

Jodelet10 relates the phenomenon of anchorage with three basic functions found at the base of the representation: the cognitive function of integrating the novelty, the function of interpreting the reality and the function of supporting and driving the conducts and social relations. Moscovici3 in turn, introduced the notion that anchorage is the mechanism that facilitates the understanding of how the elements represented in a theory are articulated and contribute to express and construct the social relationships.
Thus, anchorage as the equipment of knowledge permits understanding how the elements of the representation express the social relations. This process only takes place after the objectification, as the graphical structure turns into a reading guide, through a functional generalization as a reference to understand the reality. Here the subject turns to what is familiar to accomplish a kind of conversion of the novelty.

In that sense, besides the interpretation function, anchorage allows the people to communicate among the groups they belong to based on common criteria, using the same language. This is a direct relation with the functions of classifying, naming and ordering the environment in significant units of comprehension.

Two intervention modalities permit describing the functioning of the anchorage: the insertion of the object of the representation in a known and preexisting reference framework; and the social equipment of the object that is represented. The inclusion of the representations in the social dynamics is a form of anchorage, transforming them into useful communication and comprehension tools.

It has been clarified thus far that the social representations turn into reading systems of the social reality, expressing and contributing to the development of the existing social values. The focus of the Social Representations in the experimental framework has largely demonstrated the bond that exists between the interpretation system they provide and the conducts they guide.

Abric has particularly clarified the mechanisms that result from the game between the objectification and the anchorage in experimental situations, which make the subjects behave in a cooperative or competitive form, according to the representations the experimenting researcher induces.

Objectification and anchorage are basic processes in the production and functioning of the social representations. They are amalgamated to turn the reality understandable, maintain a dialectic relationship and this results in practical and functional knowledge: a social knowledge that favors the development of the situations and relations immersed in daily life.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The concept of Social Representation was introduced in social psychology due to the insufficiency of the classical models, and particularly of the behavioristic model, to explain the significant interactions with the world. These are social instead of individual constructions, whose notion is situated at the interface between the psychological and the social.

As opposed to the classical psychological theories, representation is not a pure reflection of the external world, it is not the passive reproduction of an external into an internal world. It is a global and unitary view of an object, but also of a subject, which restructure the reality to permit a simultaneous integration of the objective characteristics of this object, of the previous representations and of the subject’s own system of attitudes.

The Social Representations are dynamic and change in time and space. The lexicon used to refer to them is also dynamic and chameleonic. Its study offers an alternative to understand the social cognition models by isolating the social and cognitive mechanisms that intervene in social thinking.

As expected, the confluence of such a wide range of approaches with origins as diverse as psychology and sociology, could but configure an academic domain with infinite limits, which offer the possibility for other sciences, such as nursing, to use this type of structural frameworks as the theoretical, thematic, conceptual and methodological base.
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